Mathematical Modeling of Gas-Cleaning Equipment with a Highly Developed Phase Contact Surface
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Abstract. The deposition of aerosols from process gas streams are the basis of many technologies in the chemical, petrochemical, coke, oil, gas, food etc. Industrial gases, containing aerosols of different nature of origin polydisperse solid particles (dust, smoke) or liquid particles (fog), must be cleaned. The idea of the author is to develop a mathematical model of the process of trapping waste gases, fogs in intensive nozzles with a developed surface of contact of phases. The vortex flow of the gas-liquid flow and its pulsating nature of the movement contribute to the intensification of the crushing process and coagulation of the drop gas-liquid flow in the layer of a regular moving nozzle. Methods of mathematical modeling of the process of movement of a polydisperse aerosol in a turbulent gas-liquid flow have been used. It was determined that condensation of steam in the cell occurs on the surface of the nozzle and also the formation of new germs of aerosol particles. The size distribution of aerosol particles is due to centrifugal forces. In this case, large particles are removed from the vortex region into a continuous flow, while small particles rotate in a vortex. Coagulation equation describing the change in the particle size distribution function with time, undergoing condensation and coagulation growth. The obtained results of differential and integral-differential equations can be used to describe the formation process and aerosols. Environmental and economic efficiency, as well as the optimal choice of environmental and auxiliary equipment took into account.
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1 Introduction

The activities of the chemical and petrochemical industries are accompanied by the formation and release of a wide range of pollutants into the air. The deposition of aerosols from process gas streams are the basis of many technologies in the chemical, petrochemical, coke, oil, gas, food etc. At the same time, they rather often resort not to preventive methods, but to “pipe” methods in order to achieve environmental safety standards (MPC) and technological (MPE) standards. So in the production of various formed products industrial gases containing aerosols of different nature of origin is a polydisperse solid particles (dust, smoke) or liquid particles (fog), from which the gases have to be cleaned [1].

In order to reduce the concentration of pollutants, technologies of “wet” and “dry” cleaning are used, implemented with the help of various hardware design.

The process of trapping occurs in mass transfer equipment at the end of the process. Purified dust and gas flow after exiting the cleaning equipment is released into the atmosphere and moves in the direction of the steady movement of air masses, i.e. on the wind rose, besieging at the same time.

From the point of view of environmental, economic and technological aspects, the process of “wet” cleaning of flue gases from aerosols (fumes, dust, fogs, etc.) is more efficient. Such mass exchangers include apparatuses with a nozzle, a regular nozzle, a shelf nozzle, which have a high degree of purification (trapping).

One of the main approaches to the design and development of cleaning devices is associated with the principle of heuristic modeling, which allows a number of optimization calculations to be performed under various initial conditions.
2 Literature Review

When a system-located contact elements flow around a gas-liquid flow in their root part, periodic formation and disruption of vortices occur, which form a vortex “path” of the pocket behind the streamlined contact element [2]. Depending on the shape of the cross section of the contact element, their location in the contact zone may be in a horizontal and vertical position. There may also be a case of mine location of the vortices, which predetermines the formation of a vortex wake.

The movement of the gas-liquid flow after a streamlined contact element occurs in a pulsating mode, inherent in the separated flow. The vortex flow of the gas-liquid flow and its pulsating nature of the movement contribute to the intensification of the crushing of the coagulation and coagulation of the drop gas-liquid flow in the layer of a regular moving nozzle.

The results obtained in the work [3] confirm the theoretical ideas about the mechanism and regularities of the deposition of small fractions, for which the thickness of the boundary layer significantly affects the approach of particles to the deposition surface.

The study of the inadequate influence of the mechanisms of turbulent and inertial deposition allowed the researchers [1] to make a statement about the inappropriateness of increasing the velocity of the gas more than 15 m/s when trapping mist particles with a disparity dr < 0.6 microns.

Authors of the article [4] analyzed the process of coagulation of aerosol particles in turbulent aerosol flows as they flow through a layer of regularly placed turbulizing cylindrical elements (diameter d) installed in a plane-parallel channel (with a step t). Those, in the streams, where the in-phase vortex formation mode was implemented, which predetermines the extreme values of the hydrodynamic and heat and mass transfer characteristics of the flow. It is determined that when the concentration of steam exceeds 30 mg/m³, the growth efficiency of particle sizes drops significantly.

Virtually all particles supplied by turbulent gas pulsations to the boundary of the laminar sublayer are deposited on the surface of the channel walls. The proximity of the dispersed composition of the initial and final aerosols [5] indicates the predominant role of diffusive sedimentation of particles. The aerosol particles, which are supplied by turbulent gas pulsations to the interface, have significant inertia and, as a result, can penetrate into the boundary layer.

In the contact zone, the principle of longitudinal partitioning is implemented using various nozzle designs. The most effective is a regular mobile nozzle. The turbulizing nozzle allows a high degree of purification from fogs, aerosols and polydisperse gas and liquid streams.

The nature and intensity of movement of the main carrier gas-liquid flow in direct-flow interaction of the phases determines the hydrodynamics of the gas cleaning apparatus.

In the article [6] are derived equations for calculating the thickness of the descending liquid film, starting from the balance of forces acting on the liquid film formed on the elements of the regular nozzle during the direct-flow mode of phases (both upward and downward), as well as the resistance of a plate-shaped cap coated with a film. However, these mathematical models and algorithms for calculating devices with a regular moving nozzle do not take into account the polydisperse composition of the droplet component of the surface of the contact phase.

To solve equations of the mathematical model related to the removal efficiency of a Venturi scrubber scientists [7] used an upwind control-volume method. This method is applicable to convection and diffusion equations when the Peclet number is greater than 2. For high Peclet numbers, the common numerical error of false diffusion can be neglected and, in spite of the simplicity of the upwind scheme, the numerical results are valid.

Authors of the article [8] made an attempt for application of the system-element approach in building a physical and mathematical model of a chemical process to create an ecologically safe equipment. However, the paper presents only the structure and algorithm of the mathematical description of the coagulation processes (including condensation-coagulation integration) and the deposition of aerosols, without mathematical models.

The aim of the work is to develop a mathematical model of the process of trapping waste gases, fogs in intensive nozzles with a developed surface of contact of phases.

3 Research Methodology

Consider the process of movement of a polydisperse aerosol in a turbulent gas-liquid flow. The enlargement of the aerosol is due to the condensation mechanism. Condensation of steam in the cell occurs on the surface of the nozzle and also the formation of new germs of aerosol particles.

The total balance for the pair can be written as:

$$Q_s^{(f)} = Q_s^{(i)} - \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} Q_i$$

where $Q_s^{(i)}$ is the initial quantity of steam, J; $Q_s^{(f)}$ is the final quantity of steam, J; the sum is the amount of steam going to condensation, J:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{\infty} Q_i = Q_l = Q_2 + Q_3$$

where $Q_l$ is the amount of steam condensing on the nozzle, J; $Q_2$ is the amount of steam condensing on the surface of the aerosol, J; $Q_3$ is amount of condensed steam, J.

To determine the condensed steam on the surface of the nozzle elements, we use the mass transfer equation:

$$\frac{dQ_s}{dt} = \frac{\beta_i F}{R_T T_g} (P_s - P_w)$$

where $Q_l$ is the amount of steam condensing on the nozzle, J; t is time, sec; $\beta_i$ is steam mass transfer coefficient; F is the surface of the contact phase (condensation), m²; $P_s$ is steam partial pressure, Pa; $P_w$ is steam partial pressure at the
The amount of condensed steam on the particles is determined using the dependencies:

$$\frac{dQ_t}{dt} = N_t \int_0^\infty f(r,t) dr$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \(dQ_t/\!\!dt\) is the amount of steam condensing on a single particle; \(N_t\) is the total number of particles involved in the condensation process; \(f(r,t)\) is distribution function of aerosol particles in size.

The initial distribution function of aerosol particle size is subject to the normal-logarithmic distribution \([9]\), in the initial period of condensation:

$$f(r,0) = \frac{1}{\pi \ln \sigma \sqrt{2} a} \exp \left[ - \frac{(\ln r - \ln r_0)^2}{2 \ln^2 \sigma} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \(r\) is the average geometric radius of particles, m; \(\sigma\) – standard deviation.

The change in mass of a single particle \([10]\) is determined by

$$\frac{dQ_t}{dt} = \frac{4\pi \beta M_s}{R_g T_s \varphi_s} \left[ P_s - \rho_g (T_s) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \(M_s\) is the molecular mass of steam, kg/kmol; \(\rho_g\) is gas density, kg/m\(^3\).

In this equation the Knudsen number \(K_n\) is introduced for determining the following parameter:

$$\varphi = 1 + \frac{1.33 K_n + 0.71}{1 + K_n}$$

To change the radius of particles in time, we convert equation (6) into formula (7):

$$\frac{dr}{dt} = \frac{3 \beta M_s}{r R_g T_s \varphi_s} \left[ P_s - \rho_g (T_s) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The temperature and pressure of the steam-gas mixture will be determined based on the mixing balance:

$$T = \frac{T_s + ab T_g}{1 + ab}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$P = \frac{P_s + ac P_g}{1 + ac}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where \(a = Q_s/Q_g, \ b = C_v/C_g, \ C = M_s/M_g, \) and \(C_v, C_g\) are the heat capacities of steam and gas, respectively, \(J/(kg \cdot K)\).

**4 Results and Discussion**

The solution of equation (7) together with equations (8) and (9) has a physical meaning in the case of a uniform distribution of temperature and pressure in the volume of the conventional cell, with a laminar flow of the gas-steam mixture. In the case under study, the gas-liquid (steam-gas) mixture is in an intense turbulent mode, which causes pressure drops (fluctuation), flow temperatures over the cross section and in the volume of the contact zone.

Considering the flow in a single vortex and based on the principles of theoretical hydrodynamics \([4]\), we assume that the vortex consists of a nucleus rotating according to the law of a solid body and a vortex field (Fig. 1).

To change the linear velocity of motion from the radius of the vortex, we can write:

1) for the vortex core \( (R_i < R)\):

$$\int \limits_s U_i dS^{(r)} = \omega \pi R_i^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

2) for the vortex field \( (R_b > R)\):

$$\int \limits_s U dS^{(r)} = \omega \pi R_i^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where \(S\) is sectional area of the vortex, m\(^2\); \(\omega\) is angular velocity, s\(^{-1}\); \(U, U_i\) – constants on the corresponding vortex circles.

![Figure 1 – Scheme of vortex motion](image)

For the vortex core we write the equations

$$2\pi R_i U_i = \omega \pi R_i^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

for the vortex field

$$2\pi R_b U = \omega \pi R_b^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Then for the vortex core we get

$$U_i = \frac{\omega R_i}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

for the vortex field

$$U = \frac{\omega R}{2 R_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Substituting in equations (14), (15) the value of the angular velocity equal to

$$\omega = I/\pi R^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where \(I = U_i^2/(2f) = U d_s/(2S)\) is the intensity of the circulation rate, m\(^2\)/s; \(f–\)vortex breakdown frequency, s\(^{-1}\); \(S_i –\)Strouhal number.
Knowing the laws of variation of the linear flow velocity along the vortex radius, we determine the pressure drop in the core and the vortex field.

The law of conservation of momentum in cylindrical coordinates can be written in the form:

$$\rho \frac{U}{R} = \frac{\partial P}{\partial R}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (19)

Substituting in the equation (19) the value of the linear velocity from equations (17), (18) and integrating over pressure from $P_0$ to $P$, as well as along the vortex radius from 0 to $R$, we get

$$P = \frac{I^2 R^2 \rho_0}{8 \pi^2 R_B^4} + P_0$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (20)

where $P_0$ is the pressure in the center of the vortex, Pa; $P$ is gas pressure, Pa.

Then for the field of the vortex dependence will be:

$$P_g = P_g - \frac{I^2 R^2 \rho_0}{8 \pi^2 R_B^4}$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (21)

for $P_0$, we can write the expression

$$P_g = P_g - \frac{I^2 R^2 \rho_0}{4 \pi^2 R_B^4}$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (22)

and for the vortex we write the following relation

$$P_v = P_v - \frac{I^2 R^2 \rho_0}{4 \pi^2 R_B^4} \left(1 - \frac{R^2}{2 R_B^2}\right)$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (23)

Finally, for a steam-gas flow around a nozzle element with a geometric dimension $d$, the pressure drop in a single vortex will be written:

1) for the vortex core

$$P_v = P_v - \frac{U}{4 \pi R_B S} \left(1 - \frac{R^2}{2 R_B^2}\right)$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (24)

2) for the vortex field

$$P_v = P_v - \frac{U}{8 \pi R_B S} \left(1 - \frac{R^2}{2 R_B^2}\right)$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (25)

In the case of an adiabatic steam – gas mixture, a similar solution together with the adiabatic equation allows one to obtain pressure drops:

$$\Delta P_v = k - 1 \frac{1}{k} \rho_g \left(\frac{U}{4 \pi R_B S}\right)^2 \left(1 - \frac{R^2}{2 R_B^2}\right)$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (26)

$$\Delta P_g = k - 1 \frac{1}{k} \rho_g \left(\frac{U}{8 \pi R_B S}\right)^2 \left(1 - \frac{R^2}{2 R_B^2}\right)$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (27)

where $k$ is the adiabatic index.

To obtain the dependences on the temperature variation of the steam-gas mixture in a single vortex when solving equations (26) and (27) together with the equation of state of an ideal gas $P \cdot V = R \cdot T$, we obtain for the core

$$\Delta T_v = k - 1 \frac{1}{k} \left(\frac{U}{4 \pi R_B S}\right)^2 \left(1 - \frac{R^2}{2 R_B^2}\right)$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (28)

for the field

$$\Delta T_g = k - 1 \frac{1}{k} \left(\frac{U}{8 \pi R_B S}\right)^2 \left(1 - \frac{R^2}{2 R_B^2}\right)$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (29)

In equations (26) – (29) the size of the radius $R_B$ and vortex core $R_c$ can be determined by the formulas:

$$R_B = 0.25 d$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (30)

$$R_c = \left(5.04 v_g t_B \right)^{0.5}$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (31)

where $t_B$ is the formation time of the vortex, s; $v_g$ is the coefficient of kinematic viscosity, m$^2$/s.

The formation of each vortex, breaking with the nozzle element and its formation time is equal to:

$$t_B = 0.5 d_c / U_B$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (32)

where $U_B = 0.86 U_g$ is the speed of the vortex, m/s.

The size distribution of aerosol particles is due to centrifugal forces. In this case, large particles are removed from the vortex region into a continuous flow, while small particles rotate in a vortex.

Using a number of assumptions, we will calculate the structure of a two-phase flow with the determination of the trajectory of the particles inside the vortex, the critical radius of aerosol particles, and the time of formation of the vortex.

To describe the process of movement of particles, apply the equation

$$\frac{d^2 x}{dt^2} + \frac{1}{A} \frac{dx}{dt} - \frac{x^3}{3} = 0$$ \hspace{0.5cm} (33)

where $x = R/R_B$; $t = t_v U_{v}/R_B$ is the dimensionless quantity; $U_{v}$ is tangential velocity of the particle, m/s. The parameter $A$ can be evaluated by the following formula:

$$A = \frac{r_g \rho_v - \rho_g}{72 \mu_g R}$$
Equation (33) is a nonlinear differential equation; it has no analytical solution. If we neglect the second-order differential, divide the variables and integrate $t$ from 0 to $t$ and $x$ from $x_1$ to $x_2$, and substitute the values $U_{w0} = U_w$ from equation (17), then we can determine the critical particle radius for the vortex core:

$$r_{cr} = 4.08 S I \left( \frac{\mu_s}{\rho_p - \rho_g} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{dy}{U_g} \right)^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (34)

The process of coagulation of aerosol particles in the cell volume is not the only one in volume. The presence of turbulent pulsations and Brownian motion of particles leads to growth. Given these conditions, the coagulation equation describing the change in the particle size distribution function with time, undergoing condensation and coagulation growth

$$\frac{\partial f(r_p, t)}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \left[ f(r_p, t) \left( \frac{\partial r_p}{\partial t} + \phi \right) \right] = - \int_{r_0}^{r_p} (r_p \nabla) f(r_p, t) \frac{\partial r_p}{\partial t} dr +$$

$$+ \frac{O}{V_c} \left[ f(r_p, 0) - f(r_p, t) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

where $r$ is the current radius of the aerosol particle, m; $Q$ is aerosol consumption, m$^3$/s; $V_c$ is cell volume, m$^3$; $K_C$ is coagulation coefficient due to turbulent and Brownian mechanisms, m$^3$/s.

The coagulation coefficient $K_C$ is calculated as the sum of the coefficients by turbulent $K_T$ and Brownian coagulation $K_B$

$$K_C = K_T + K_B$$  \hspace{1cm} (36)

$$K_B = \frac{4k_b T_e}{3 \mu_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (37)

where $k_b$ is the Boltzmann constant.

The coefficient of turbulent coagulation [8] is determined by:

$$K_T = 1.67 (r_p + r) \left( \frac{E}{V_c} \right)^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (38)

The energy dissipation $E$ in the volume of the cell $E$ is defined as:

$$E = \frac{N_g}{V_c \rho_w}$$  \hspace{1cm} (39)

Here $N_g$ is the power of the vortex formed when a nozzle flows around a continuous flow.

The vortex power is determined by the equation:

$$N_g = C_l \frac{C_v}{C_D} \rho_w l \left( \frac{U_g}{2} \right)^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (40)

where $C_l$ is the lift coefficient; $C_D$ is coefficient of resistance; $U_g$ is true gas flow rate, m/s; $l$ is geometrical size of the nozzle, m.

Cell volume is:

$$V_c = b \cdot l \cdot t_{bc}$$  \hspace{1cm} (41)

where $b$ is the width of the plane-parallel channel, m; $t_{bc}$ is cell height equal to the center distance between the elements of the nozzle, m.

Substituting the expressions (40) and (41) into equation (39) we get

$$E = \frac{C_{LD}}{2b} \rho_w l \left( \frac{U_g}{2} \right)^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (42)

where

$$C_{LD} = C_l \frac{C_v}{C_D}$$

The developed models make it most likely to establish the mechanism of interaction of dispersed particles with a continuous flow, taking into account the structural features of the developed apparatus.

5 Conclusions

On the basis of the conducted substantiation and calculations, it is possible to obtain a system of differential and integral-differential equations, which make it possible to describe the formation process and aerosols due to condensation and coagulation growth. In this way, it becomes possible to carry out the calculation of the effective capture of waste gases, fogs in intensive packing devices with a developed surface of the contact of phases.

The design and performance parameters of the developed apparatus were calculated to determine the environmental and economic efficiency, as well as the optimal choice of environmental and auxiliary equipment, without which the assembly of the unit, installation and production line is impossible.
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